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Reviewer’s report:

Thank you for this good work. Compiling more information on the lived experience of displaced adolescents in relation to SRH is important.

There are a few minor changes I would recommend. The first being more description of the methodology of the qualitative analysis, it is stated that thematic analysis was used, was inductive or deductive coding used? Where the results interpreted within an existing/constructed framework? If so please describe. What were the themes used for the thematic analysis, my reading of this is that the themes were SRH knowledge, menstrual hygiene and commodities, sources of information of SRH information sexual experiences and forced intercourse and FGM, but it is not clear if those really where the themes or if the paper is structured inline with the structure of how the surveys where structured. Where the parents/care-givers present for the interviews? Did the research team feel that saturation was reached in the course of the IDIs? Any trends in perceptions that varied among subgroup that emerged from the IDIs?

In general would recommend that the results are presented through the lens of perception and self-reporting of the participants, example is: Line 303, would recommend to phrase "70% of girls report no using a condom" since this information is from participants self report it cannot be stated that 70% of girls did not use a condom (perhaps other girls also did not use a condom but did not feel comfortable disclosing this information”. Also for table 4 sexual experiences could consider to rephrase along the lines of "reported sexual experiences"

The quote in line 202 could be reconsidered, that to me reads as a girl who knows that HIV is acquired from sexual activity and she could be indirectly saying this, along the lines of if you go out a night, you could engage in sexual activity, and thus put oneself at risk for acquiring HIV. Would consider to select a different quote that more clearly shows a misconception about HIV acquisition.

The quote starting in line 208 says nothing about condom use, where are in the preceding line the content of the statement seems to be about girls knowing the most well-know method of prevention was condom use, would consider to select a quote that is more explicit about condom usage.

Section on Female genital mutilation. Line 354 states that FGM was prevalent in this population at 10%, what is the standard measure of prevalence of FGM, i.e. what is considered high or low
prevalence? Is the 10% found in this cohort high or low prevalence based on standard measures? It would be interesting to know of Somali and Congolese girls which percentage had experienced FMG (so 10% over entire sample, but wat % in Somali subset and which % in Congolese subset?) Was there any difference accounting for age and % who had undergone FGM?
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